
AUTO WRECK

Auto Wreck is a poem that concentrates on a "live" car accident and brings the reader directly into contact with the
consequences of such a.

American vehicles are not on demand because people want fuel-efficient, the car companies that are not at the
point of bankruptcy, longer lasting vehicles, and hybrid cars. Historical Context The year that this poem was
published, , was something like one huge auto wreck, with chaos spreading across the American landscape.
For death in war is done by hands; Suicide has cause and stillbirth, logic; And cancer, simple as a flower,
blooms. Most of the essays in this book are about the craft of poetry or about other poets Yeats, Auden, Eliot,
Pound, Williams, etc. For the poet there is no progress, no evolution: for poetry there is no progress, no
evolution. He creates the image of himself, sometimes only a part of himself, sometimes his full self. Is there
then no basis for poetic reputation, no reason for exalting poetry among the works of man? Being a poet
helped his heroics; the heroics did not always improve his poetry. Splints do not safely immobilize broken
bones but instead fix bystanders to their horror. This strikes us as cruel and degrading, but our exaltation of the
artist is just as shameful. History indeed is the vital core of civilization: it gives us the symbology of our lives.
Such knowledge would seem useless to most men and, in fact, the usual view of poetry is precisely that.
Demand decreased across all industries, but the auto industry was hit especially hard due to vehicles being big
ticket items. He was the brother of President John F. The fame of Byron on the Continent had nothing to do
with his poetic stature and everything to do with his role of hero. Try to capture the uncertainty and confusion
of the scene without being unclear about what your subject really is. The other recurring symbol is light,
which is seen in the flare in line 3; in the ambulance interior in line 8; the illuminated clocks; and the
policeman taking notes in line  When Dr. The speaker is bewilderedâ€”even somehow annoyedâ€”by the care
that everyone is taking to restore order because it contradicts the basic fact that order can never be fully
restored once the line of death has been crossed. King rose to national attention in , as the leader of the famous
boycott against the bus system of Montgomery, Alabama, where black citizens had only been allowed to ride
in the backs of buses. He created an opportunity for the lower class to rise above the aristocrats and failed due
to the creation of the middle class. For certainly the poet is as corruptible as anybody else, and more times
than not displays the manners of a corporal and the morals of a bellboy. Karl Shapiro In the following excerpt,
Shapiro himself describes what it means to be a poet. But how does this affect someone else? And the
ambulance with its terrible cargo Rocking, slightly rocking, moves away, As the doors, an afterthought, are
closed. On the other hand, there are certain works which are taken as touchstones of the age in which they
appear. The word douche refers to rinsing out of body cavities. His learning is always suspect. We inhabit a
world of cause and effect, simple physics, so why do we have to experience such illogical fatalities? Hence the
poet sometimes becomes the tool of the objective thinkers of the world and betrays his nature and purpose by
trying to make his truth available to others. The true poet does not fall into these attitudes of doctor and
teacher and priest. The treason comes with those artists who set out to become a touchstone of their time and
place; the treason comes with those minions of culture who try to produce the poet who will represent them
before the world. One is physical injury. This is an excellent research source for anyone who wants to study
social trends, without the light interest in fashions and rock music that many studies of the s have.


